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● Purpose of Enterprise Modeling (EM)
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Applicability of
Enterprise
Modelling
Ensure the quality of

Business goals
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business

business operations

Ensure acceptance
for business
decisions

Maintain and share
knowledge about the
business

Develop
visions and
strategies

Convince stakeholders to
commit to
decisions/results

Encourage active
participation from
involved
stakeholders

Enterprise
Modelling

Resolve differences in
perceptions about the
business between
stakeholders

Create, document, maintain a
"complete" and multi-faceted
view (Enterprise Model) of the
business

Stimulate
communication and
collaboration between
stakeholders

Acquire knowledge about
the business from different
stakeholders

Design/Redesign
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Develop
information
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Design/ redesign
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What is it all about?
– The produced models, used as input for further development
acHviHes
– The changed thinking and increased knowledge of the
parHcipants
– Decisions upon which we can act.

Results of
modeling
Model quality
Quality of modeling process
Suitable modeling language

Effects of the Participatory Approach

Effect:
Clearer
requirements
Increased
understanding
Better commitment
to decisions
Common picture
in a mutually agreed
language and model
gives effectiveness
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The most important resource in practice

People with knowledge and skills

Important distinction
Quality of
modelling process

Areas of
responsibility in
group modelling

Reasonable
method use

responsible
for

Modelling
facilitator

are
Model quality

Correct and valid
knowledge
content
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responsible
for

Domain
experts

Three aspects of the state of the art need
to be synthesized

Core
competencies
of the EM
pracHHoner

Purposes of
EM

The process of
EM

The EM process
Two types of acHviHes:
- Modeling using a modeling
language
- Se]ng up and managing
modeling acHviHes and
projects

Persson & SHrna J., 2010

EM Process Step

Problem
owner

Domain EM
EM
expert
project facilitator
leader

P1 Define scope and objectives of
the project

R

P

P2 Plan for project activities and
resources
P3 Plan for modeling session
P4 Gather and analyze background
information

R

P

P

P

R
P

P
R

P5 Interview modeling participants
P6 Prepare modeling session
P7 Conduct modeling session
P8 Write meeting minutes
P9 Analyze and refine models
P10 Present the results to
stakeholders

P
P

P
P

P
R

P

P = parHcipant
R= responsible

P
P
P

R
R
R
R
R
P

Tool
expert

P
P
P

Project organization
Problem owner and
steering commi_ee

Project leader

Stakeholder group

Facilitator

Modelling
technicians

ParHcipants in the
modeling sessions

The modelling group

Levels of EM practitioner competency

method expertise

Ability to manage
modelling projects

Ability to facilitate
modelling sessions

Ability to model

experience

8 core
competencies
4 core
competencies

core
competency

Competencies related to modeling
● ability to model
● ability to assess and to improve model quality according

to the EM purpose
● ability to use modeling tools to document and revise

models
● to have basic knowledge about facilitation of groups in

participatory modeling sessions

Competencies related to facilitating modeling
sessions
● ability to drive the modeling session towards its

objectives

CreaHvity

CriHque and
new focus

ConsolidaHon

Consensus

Competencies related to facilitating modeling
sessions
● ability to deal with different stakeholder types and

behaviors
● ability to listen to what is said and sense what is left

unsaid, e.g. by observing body language
● ability to identify and address issues arising from factors

such as differences in organizational culture,
management style, and decision-making structure

The modelling facilitator
a negotiator

creative

a generalist with an ability to

co-operative

make abstractions

pedagogical

a listener

authoritative

skilled in analysis and

courageous

synthesis

humble

able to have a holistic view

open-minded
energetic
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Types of stakeholder behavior in modeling
sessions
The salesman
The buyer
The questioner
The observer
The boss
The one who knows best
The riding policeman
The joker
The missionary
The expert
The representative

Example: “Missionary”
How to spot:

Keeps repeaHng the same issue, usually a soluHon. Can be
openly criHcal to the modeling project as such. Typically
hides the negaHve a]tude in face to face interviews.

What are the typical
behaviors:

Speaks a lot, criHcal to other parHcipants and to facilitator,
keep proposing a single soluHon. Can be destrucHve, if the
mission is to sabotage.

What is the likely
impact if lea not dealt
with

Posi%ve: Not any
Nega%ve: No real parHcipaHve eﬀort, the session turns into
arguments between a few parHcipants. One-sided oaen
dysfuncHonal soluHons. Postponed decisions and real
work.

How to miHgate the
negaHve impacts:

Have a clear understanding of how each parHcipant is
related to the project and the expected result. What else
do they do in the company. Pre-interviewing allows turning
them. Do not take parHcipants without pre-interviewing.

Example: “Expert”
How to spot:

Typically an expert in speciﬁc subject area
Frequently proposes soluHons related to or involving that
parHcular area

What are the typical AcHve in discussions, proposes soluHons, disuses and oaen
behaviors:
criHcizes soluHons that are not related to his/her area of
experHze
What is the likely
impact if lea not
dealt with

Posi%ve: Quite elaborate soluHons in a speciﬁc area, can be
responsible for implementaHon if the experHse area is matching
Nega%ve: One-sided soluHons limited to a speciﬁc area of
experHse.

How to miHgate the
negaHve impacts:

Explain the purpose of the session, the need to elicit and assess a
broad range of soluHons. Put in charge of a certain aspect of the
soluHon if appropriate.

Example: “The representative”
How to spot:

Wanders in unexpected, oaen late. Usually sent-in by
somebody else with high authority.

What are the typical
behaviors:

Does not speak, asks polite quesHons about the purpose of
the project, this session, what modelling is and why it is
any good.

What is the likely
impact if lea not dealt
with

Posi%ve: Not any
Nega%ve: Will pass over wrong informaHon to the person
he/she “represented”. The modelling eﬀort needs to halt
and spend Hme on introducing the project to this person.

How to miHgate the
negaHve impacts:

Do not accept parHcipants without pre-interviewing. Plan
how will collect the parHcipants. Arrange the modeling
session at “secret locaHon” or outside the oﬃce. Start with
a lunch together.

Types of stakeholder behavior in modeling
sessions
The salesman
The buyer
The questioner
The observer
The boss
The one who knows best
The riding policeman
The joker
The missionary
The expert
The representative

Facilitators should be able to sense
● Should be aware of culture differences
● Should carefully listen to what is said

– and even more carefully sense what is not said
● Body language often gives hints about people's opinions

and attitudes at the modelling seminar, e.g.:

– Sitting with legs crossed, foot kicking slightly = Boredom
– Arms crossed on chest = Defensiveness
– Walking with hands in pockets, shoulders hunched =
Dejection
– Hand to cheek; touching mouth = Evaluation, thinking
– Touching, slightly rubbing nose = Rejection, doubt, lying
– Body language differs depending on culture, age,
nationality, etc.

Examples of body language

Several people often have the
same or similar posture. This
(probably) indicates similarity in
opinions or similarity of their
attitude towards the situation.
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Facilitator as domain expert

The process struggles a bit and the facilitator
thinks he already knows the domain
The facilitator creates the model more or
less on his own
The organizaHon does not feel that the
model is theirs and are not commi_ed to it
The result of modeling is only the model

“You tend to think that you are pre_y smart yourself. And when you
have done 15 models of billing, you start to believe that you know how
such a thing works, and when you are assigned to do it the 16th Hme
with a group that’s a bit slow and inacHve … it’s diﬃcult to pick up the
pace … then you help them a li_le bit by asking very leading quesHons
which come from your own idea of what billing is.
And then, since you are a nice guy and an external consultant with some
authority, they buy what you are saying … just like that.”
Experienced modeling consultant

Anti-patterns of EM: ”Concept Dump” and
”Pleasing the Participants”
Incomplete, potentially valuable

SHrna, J., A.Persson (2009) AnH-pa_erns as
a Means of Focusing on CriHcal Quality
Aspects in Enterprise Modeling, Halpin et
al.
h_p://www.springerlink.com/content/
vx1212567304x171/

Fairly
obvious
concepts,
peripheral to
the project

Two hours of modeling with four domain
experts, relatively inexperienced modeling
facilitator, time pressure

Don’t know
what to do
with these

Anti-pattern: everybody is a facilitator

No facilitator available
The group members try to
facilitate each other
ChaoHc process and the
models are about
“everything at once”
… misconcepHon that
facilitaHon is a common skill
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SHrna, J., A.Persson
(2009) AnH-pa_erns as a Means of Focusing on CriHcal Quality Aspects in Enterprise Modeling, Halpin et al.
h_p://www.springerlink.com/content/vx1212567304x171/

Professionals use only computerized tools

The modeling session requires innovaHon
and collaboraHon among stakeholders.
One uses a beamer and a computer each
and every Hme without assessing the goals
of the session
One person struggles with the model and
tool and the others yawn and make
occaHonal remarks
The assumpHon that you can bypass the
plasHc wall for this session objecHve

Competencies related to setting up and
managing EM projects
●

ability to establish a modeling project

●

ability to assess the organizational context – culture and decision
making approach

●

Power and decision-making structure à you have to have access to and
obtain the trust of the relevant decision makers
– This is influenced by the credibility of the method used and its provider

●

Consensus driven vs. authoritative organisational culture

●

Management by objectives vs. management by directives

●

Long term vision vs. daily “fire fighting”

●

Openness vs. hidden agendas

●

Ask questions, listen, observe, and sense
– what is said vs. what is not said
– Focus on a broad group of stakeholders

● ability to select an appropriate EM approach and tailor it

in order to fit the situation at hand
● ability to select an appropriate EM tool
● ability to interview involved domain experts
● ability to define a relevant problem

20/11/15

• ability to define a relevant problem

Two approaches :
● interview the key decision maker(s), and/or
● conduct short participative EM session to identify the objective
Problem types:
● Fairly simple – clear definition and perceivable solution, do not
require the co-ordination of a large number of different
preconditions, activities, actors and resources.
● “Complex” problems – fairly clear definition and a perceivable
solution, but require the co-ordination of a large number of
different preconditions, activities, actors, and resources.
● “Wicked problems” -- ill-structured problems, no clear
problem definition and there is no way of measuring that the
problem is solved.
●

This determines the competency requirements ofthe project

20/11/15

● ability to define requirements on the results
● to adjust a presentation of project results and issues

related to them to various stakeholders
● ability to assess the impact of the modeling result and

the modeling process in the organization

20/11/15

● ability to navigate between the wishes of various

stakeholders while upholding the EM project goal

Symbolic roles of the external consultant
● Symbol of change to come
● Symbol of changed norms and values
● Symbol of new power structures
● Symbolic wishing well

Kaarst-Brown (1999)

•

assess the project’s need for resources and acquire them

● For the project in general and
● For the preparation efforts in particular
● The modelling team needs:

– Authority
– Time for participation (including “the always busy” top
management)
● Allocation of effort:

– ~40% preparation
– ~30% modelling seminars
– ~30% documenting and reporting

Models keep “alive” by themselves

The modeling project has produced some
potenHally reusable models.
Put the models in arepository. People will use
them when they need them.
Nobody looks at the models and they are soon
forgo_en.
The assumpHon that “someone” will take care
of the models and update them somehow.
20/11/15

Open issues and challenges
●

How to deal with shortage of modeling facilitators and leaders?

●

How to become a modeling facilitator?
– Courses for professionals
– Mentoring

●

How to become a modeling project leader?
– Experience based
– Mentoring

●

How to share knowledge about facilitation?

●

How to teach model facilitation and project leadership in
universities?

●

How to facilitate the application of research results (e.g.
languages, methods, tools) in practice?
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